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The remarkable true story of a young girl named Edith
and the French village of Moissac that helped her and
many other children during the Holocaust. The town's
mayor and citizens concealed the presence of hundreds
of Jewish children who lived in a safe house, risking their
own safety by hiding the children from the Nazis in plain
site, saving them from being captured and detained and
most certainly saving their lives.
L’improvvisa sparizione del Grigio, il criceto di Robo,
dalla sua comoda gabbietta non si spiega. Robo è
sicurissimo: l’hanno rapito! E tutti quei gatti, cani e
criceti che si stanno volatilizzando uno dietro l’altro?
Insomma si tratta di un affare serio per Robo, Clima e
Brusco, già alle prese con la dura vita della scuola
media! Inizia un’indagine a ritmo serrato e gli indizi
conducono dritti dritti a un misterioso furgoncino... Di chi
è il furgoncino bianco? Perché viaggia solo di notte? E
soprattutto, perché gli animali domestici del vicinato
continuano a scomparire?
Cambio di programma per Silvestro, il protagonista di
questa storia: non più una bellissima vacanza sul Mar
Rosso, ma un'estate dal nonno a... Marghera! Che
disdetta... Ma l'atmosfera cambia quando Silvestro si
trova immerso in una storia di spie assieme ai suoi due
nuovi amici: Carletto e Nanà.
Since 1947, the mysterious crash of an unidentified
aircraft at Roswell, New Mexico, has fueled a firestorm of
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speculation and controversy with no conclusive evidence
of its extraterrestrial origin -- until now. Colonel Philip J.
Corso (Ret.), a member of President Eisenhower's
National Security Council and former head of the Foreign
Technology Desk at the U.S. Army's Research &
Development department, has come forward to tell the
whole explosive story. Backed by documents newly
declassified through the Freedom of Information Act,
Colonel Corso reveals for the first time his personal
stewardship of alien artifacts from the crash, and
discloses the U.S. government's astonishing role in the
Roswell incident: what was found, the cover-up, and how
these alien artifacts changed the course of 20th century
history.

Brief text and illustrations introduce over three
hundred animals, from aardvark to zebu.
WITH FEATURETTES FROM NICHOLAS SPARKS
AND THE MOVIE CAST, DELETED SCENES,
MUSIC VIDEO, AND MORE! IN THEATERS
OCTOBER 17, 2014! Starring Michelle Monaghan,
James Marsden, Luke Bracey, and Liana Liberator
"Everyone wanted to believe that endless love was
possible. She'd believed in it once, too, back when
she was eighteen." In the spring of 1984, high school
students Amanda Collier and Dawson Cole fell
deeply, irrevocably in love. Though they were from
opposite sides of the tracks, their love for one
another seemed to defy the realities of life in the
small town of Oriental, North Carolina. But as the
summer of their senior year came to a close,
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unforeseen events would tear the young couple
apart, setting them on radically divergent paths.
Now, twenty-five years later, Amanda and Dawson
are summoned back to Oriental for the funeral of
Tuck Hostetler, the mentor who once gave shelter to
their high school romance. Neither has lived the life
they imagined . . . and neither can forget the
passionate first love that forever changed their lives.
As Amanda and Dawson carry out the instructions
Tuck left behind for them, they realize that
everything they thought they knew -- about Tuck,
about themselves, and about the dreams they held
dear -- was not as it seemed. Forced to confront
painful memories, the two former lovers will discover
undeniable truths about the choices they have made.
And in the course of a single, searing weekend, they
will ask of the living, and the dead: Can love truly
rewrite the past?
Cosimo di Rondó, a young Italian nobleman of the
eighteenth century, rebels against his parents by
climbing into the trees and remaining there for the
rest of his life. He adapts efficiently to an existence
in the forest canopy—he hunts, sows crops, plays
games with earth-bound friends, fights forest fires,
solves engineering problems, and even manages to
have love affairs. From his perch in the trees,
Cosimo sees the Age of Enlightenment pass by and
a new century dawn.
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known book, but Momo—published six years
earlier—is the all-ages fantasy novel that first won him
wide acclaim. After the sweet-talking gray men come
to town, life becomes terminally efficient. Can Momo,
a young orphan girl blessed with the gift of listening,
vanquish the ashen-faced time thieves before joy
vanishes forever? With gorgeous new drawings by
Marcel Dzama and a new translation from the
German by Lucas Zwirner, this all-new 40th
anniversary edition celebrates the book’s first U.S.
publication in over 25 years.
A charming portrait of one man’s dreams and schemes, by
“the greatest Italian writer of the twentieth century” (The
Guardian). In this enchanting book of linked stories, Italo
Calvino charts the disastrous schemes of an Italian peasant,
an unskilled worker in a drab northern industrial city in the
1950s and ’60s, struggling to reconcile his old country habits
with his current urban life. Marcovaldo has a practiced eye for
spotting natural beauty and an unquenchable longing for the
unspoiled rural world of his imagination. Much to the
continuing puzzlement of his wife, his children, his boss, and
his neighbors, he chases his dreams and gives rein to his
fantasies, whether it’s sleeping in the great outdoors on a
park bench, following a stray cat, or trying to catch wasps.
Unfortunately, the results are never quite what he anticipates.
Spanning from the 1950s to the 1960s, the twenty stories in
Marcovaldo are alternately comic and melancholy, farce and
fantasy. Throughout, Calvino’s unassuming masterpiece
“conveys the sensuous, tangible qualities of life” (The New
York Times).
The final chapter in the electrifying Stockholm Noir Trilogy,
which has been translated into more than thirty languages
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worldwide: here is the no-holds-barred, rapid-fire tale of a
supreme struggle for the legacy of the Swedish underworld,
as the power, honor, and respect commanded by
Stockholm’s largest criminal organization are passed from
father to daughter. Jorge was making a living as a drug
dealer until he was caught and thrown into prison. Recently
released and warned to keep out of trouble, he’s already
bored with his new existence: selling lattes and cappuccinos
at a café. Who wouldn’t be? But Jorge has a plan, and big
money looms on the horizon if he can pull off one final
audacious heist and flee the country before the police close
in. Meanwhile, Deputy Inspector Martin
Hägerström—entrusted with a secret mission, code name
Operation Tide—has gone deep undercover as a disgraced
cop turned corrections officer. He’s slowly earning the trust of
Stockholm’s imprisoned expert money launderer, Johan
Westlund. A career criminal with a taste for the jet-setting
lifestyle, JW is a dangerous man to befriend, one who may
demand more loyalty than Hägerström had planned on
offering. Natalie is the twenty-two-year-old daughter of
Radovan Kranjic, the Serbian crime boss who rules
Sweden’s underworld. When an assassin threatens
Radovan’s life, Natalie is hurled into a chaotic struggle for
control of her father’s empire—and the competition is fierce.
Who will rise to power in the voracious hunt for money,
prestige, and luxury to become Stockholm’s new king—or
queen—of crime?
E noi quel piffero lo sgraffigneremo. Lo preleveremo. Lo
rubamazzetteremo. Lo nostrorenderemo. Lo
accalacchiapperemo. Lo sol fa mi re do remo. Ehi questo sì
che è un neologismo degno di nota! esclamò il postino con
laurea in lettere anonime. Ma come faremo, mi chiedo e lo
chiedo anche a voi, ad andare a New Orleans? In questa
storia c'è tantissima musica e un po' d'amore. Tre (o due, o
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quattro) coriste dalla parlantina sciolta, guardie del corpo di
inclinazioni poetiche, bande di malavitosi dai nomi che
sfidano tutte le leggi possibili – anche quelle della topografia –
ma soprattutto il più incredibile gruppo jazz che vi possiate
immaginare. Guidato da Son Belluscio e il suo quasiunico
clarinetto dal suono inconfondibile, marca Repete. A cui tutti,
ma proprio tutti, improvvisamente danno la caccia... Quasi al
compimento del suo decimo anno, una delle collane Giunti
Junior di maggior successo si presenta in una nuova veste
per continuare a far ridere e sorridere tutti i lettori dai 9 anni in
su.
ePub: FL0210; PDF: FL1398

An overlooked classic of Italian literature, this epic and
unforgettable novel recounts one man's long and
turbulent life in revolutionary Italy. At the age of eightythree and nearing death, Carlo Altoviti has decided to
write down the confessions of his long life. He
remembers everything: his unhappy childhood in the
kitchens of the Castle of Fratta; romantic entanglements
during the siege of Genoa; revolutionary fighting in
Naples; and so much more. Throughout, Carlo lives only
for his twin passions in life: his dream of a unified, free
Italy and his undying love for the magnificent but
inconstant Pisana. Peopled by a host of unforgettable
characters - including drunken smugglers, saintly nuns,
scheming priests, Napoleon and Lord Byron - this is an
epic historical novel that tells the remarkable and
inseparable stories of one man's life and the history of
Italy's unification. Ippolito Nievo was born in 1831 in
Padua. Confessions of an Italian, written in 1858 and
published posthumously in 1867, is his best known work.
A patriot and a republican, he took part with Garibaldi
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and his Thousand in the momentous 1860 landing in
Sicily to free the south from Bourbon rule. Nievo died
before he reached the age of thirty, when his ship, en
route from Palermo to Naples, went down in the
Tyrrhenian Sea in early 1861. He was, Italo Calvino once
said, the sole Italian novelist of the nineteenth century in
the 'daredevil, swashbuckler, rambler' mould so dear to
other European literatures. Frederika Randall has
worked as a cultural journalist for many years. Her
previous translations include Luigi Meneghello's Deliver
Us and Ottavio Cappellani's Sicilian Tragedee and
Sergio Luzzatto's Padre Pio: Miracles and Politics in a
Secular Age. Lucy Riall is Professor of Comparative
History at the European University Institute. Her many
books include Garibaldi. Invention of a Hero. 'Of all the
furore that came out of the Risorgimento, only Manzoni
and Nievo really matter today' - Umberto Eco 'The one
19th century Italian novel which has [for an Italian
reader] that charm and fascination so abundant in
foreign literatures' - Italo Calvino 'Perhaps the greatest
Italian novel of the nineteenth century' - Roberto Carnero
'A spirited appeal for liberté, égalité and fraternité, the
novel is also an astute, scathing and amusing human
comedy, a tale of love, sex and betrayal, of great wealth
and grinding poverty, of absolute power and scheming
submission, of idealism and cynicism, courage and
villainy' - The Literary Encyclopedia
When ten-year-old Enaiatollah Akbari’s small village in
Afghanistan falls prey to Taliban rule in early 2000, his
mother shepherds the boy across the border into
Pakistan but has to leave him there all alone to fend for
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himself. Thus begins Enaiat’s remarkable and often
punishing five-year ordeal, which takes him through Iran,
Turkey, and Greece before he seeks political asylum in
Italy at the age of fifteen. Along the way, Enaiat endures
the crippling physical and emotional agony of dangerous
border crossings, trekking across bitterly cold mountain
pathways for days on end or being stuffed into the false
bottom of a truck. But not everyone is as resourceful,
resilient, or lucky as Enaiat, and there are many heartwrenching casualties along the way. Based on Enaiat’s
close collaboration with Italian novelist Fabio Geda and
expertly rendered in English by an award- winning
translator, this novel reconstructs the young boy’s
memories, perfectly preserving the childlike perspective
and rhythms of an intimate oral history. Told with humor
and humanity, In the Sea There Are Crocodiles brilliantly
captures Enaiat’s moving and engaging voice and lends
urgency to an epic story of hope and survival.
Regarded by critics as one of the highest pinnacles of
achievement in Emile Zola's literary career, L'Assommoir
(best translated as "the cheap liquor store") offers an
unflinching look at alcoholism among the working class
in nineteenth-century France. Part of a larger, 20-volume
story cycle that spanned Zola's entire career,
L'Assommoir was the novel that initially propelled the
writer to fame and fortune.
The summer of 1972, before I turned nine, danger began
knocking on doors all over China. Nine-year-old Ling has
a very happy life. Her parents are both dedicated
surgeons at the best hospital in Wuhan, and her father
teaches her English as they listen to Voice of America
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every evening on the radio. But when one of Mao's
political officers moves into a room in their apartment,
Ling begins to witness the gradual disintegration of her
world. In an atmosphere of increasing mistrust and
hatred, Ling fears for the safety of her neighbors, and
soon, for herself and her family. For the next four years,
Ling will suffer more horrors than many people face in a
lifetime. Will she be able to grow and blossom under the
oppressive rule of Chairman Mao? Or will fighting to
survive destroy her spirit—and end her life? Revolution Is
Not a Dinner Party is a 2008 Bank Street - Best
Children's Book of the Year.
Che cosa succederebbe se all'improvviso la tua città si
trasformasse in un luogo ostile, dove tutti cercano di farti del
male? Chiedilo a Edith Schwalb. Chiedile di quando, nel
1939, dovette scappare con la sua famiglia dall'Austria da
poco annessa al Terzo Reich. Aveva sette anni, ma si ricorda
tutto quanto. E racconta, come se fosse un'avventura, di
questa corsa verso la speranza, fatta di fughe, amicizie,
separazioni e ricongiungimenti. Nelle ultime pagine del libro
alcune foto in bianco e nero completano la ricostruzione della
storia.
Originally published in 1889, this work's protagonist Andrea
Sperelli introduced the Italian culture to aestheticism and a
taste for decadence. The young count seeks beauty,
despises the bourgeois world, and rejects the basic rules of
morality and social interaction. His corruption is evident in his
sadistic superimposing of two women.
As they look forward to the New York City Marathon in which
their friend Mr. B. will run, the Vanderbeeker children learn
that one of their good friends is homeless.
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